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Toll Aviation. 
Right next door to the flight training school which taught 
me how to fly, Schofield Flying Club (now known as  
Sydney Flying Club), based at Bankstown airport, is a 
large building owned by Toll Aviation, a subsidiary of, 
would you believe, Japan Post! This company has invest-
ed $300 million in this facility, including $200 million to  
purchase eight AW139 helicopters and a maintenance  
facility to service them. 
These aircraft are used to serve four NSW bases for the 
emergency air ambulance service. Since air ambulances are a 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year service, the air and medical crews have to have a 
fully serviced, mini five star hotel, also provided and operated by Toll  
Aviation. 
But wait  -  there’s more! The Bankstown facility also includes a  
subsidiary of Toll Aviation called ACE Training Centre. This provides 
comprehensive, professional business aviation and aeromedical training 
and type rating for AW139 and B412 helicopters. It also provides rescue 
and aircrew courses and Helicopter Underwater Escape Training. Also 
provided is the only full-flight motion simulator at Bankstown Airport.  
 

Post Script to the 2018-2019 Bush Fire Season. 
In February, 2018, one of Australia’s leading specialist  
helicopter firefighting companies, Kestral Aviation, prepared 
to launch its night vision firefighting capability in Australia, 
paving the way for firefighting after dark here for the first time. 
The first two phases of their preparation involved dropping 
water at low levels onto pre-determined targets using its  
advanced Conair 85-KE fire attack system, something that 
had not previously been achieved in Australia. The final 
phase was conducted in partnership with emergency  
management agencies in Victoria and involved applying the 
low-level water drops into a controlled fire environment to obtain final approval from CASA to  
commence live, night-time aerial firefighting. This approval has now been received, subject to a 
condition that night-flying accredited pilots are employed who must undertake surveillance on a  
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fire in daylight to understand the terrain, hazards and suitable water sources before undertaking 
night operation on a fire. 
Night aerial firebombing operations are already conducted in various places in the world, but it is 
good to know that, now, they can be added to our bush fire fighting capabilities here in Australia. 
 

Our May Meeting. 
Sunday 5th May was a good day to conduct our annual “Top Hook”  
competition in which our pilots attempt to emulate the approach slope, 
speed and power settings of an aircraft landing on a carrier  -  rather  
different settings than they would normally be making at Aldinga Airfield! 
Four pilots took part, their three circuits critically observed and scored by 
club captain, Owen. The four were David Ellis (Jabi), Terry Cahalan 
(Jabi), Phil John (Sportstar) and Nick Tebneff (Jabi). David was declared winner and presented 
with the annual trophy, with Terry named as runner-up. 
(Thanks to David Pearce for the photo). 
 

CASA to Push Ahead With Community 

Service Restrictions. 
CASA has announced that it will implement restrictions on  
pilots that fly for community service organisations such as 
Angel Flight. According to the announcement, the new  
restrictions will make community service flights, defined as 
“those carrying people to non-urgent medical appointments”, 
safer. 
In the opinion of CASA CEO, Shane Carmody, “most community service flights are conducted by 
a single pilot in a small aircraft, flying long distances from regional and remote towns to cities, 
carrying people with serious medical conditions. This puts a lot of responsibility and sometimes 
considerable pressure on the pilot. Many of these pilots hold only a private pilot licence. It is only 
fair to the patients and carers using community service flights to ensure there are appropriate 
safety standards that go beyond those required for everyday private flying”. 
Typical of responses from pilots flying for Angel Flight is this one from SA pilot Baz Scheffers  - 
“The proposed legislation is a serious impost on the ability of community service flights to  
operate, and none of the new rules have been backed up by evidence suggesting the need for 
them, nor does CASA follow its own or legally required practices in drafting and introducing these 
rules without proper risk analysis or industry consultation. To imply that a one hour flight by a 
CASA licensed pilot flying a CASA certified aircraft, maintained to CASA’s requirements by a 
CASA licensed engineer is a significantly, if any, greater risk than driving eight hours each way in 
a single day on what are Australia’s most dangerous roads, should call into question the entirety 
of all legislation governing private operations”. 
 

Easier Than Training Dogs or Birds! 
Scaring birds away from airports is a huge  
challenge. Go-Round has reported attempts in 
past issues featuring trained dogs or birds. A 
Canadian company is doing it with a robotic 
“Peregrine Falcon” called Robobird. 
Looks pretty realistic  -  just keep its batteries 
charge and let it “do its thing!” 
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Our “Vice” Goes to Kyneton Airport. (Report from Club Vice-President Evan) 

Every year the Kyneton Aero Club throws open its doors with a Fly-In 
to host a Big Morning Tea in aid of the Cancer Council. There are a 
large number of aircraft on display, both classic and vintage, and  
local residents are encouraged to attend to see what goes on “behind 
the fence”.   
Kyneton Aero Club was formed in October, 1966. Today it has over 
165 members and over 55 aircraft are located at the Airfield. The air-
strip was initially used in the early 1960’s by crop dusters, and today 
is used for recreational flying, flying training, 
and as a base for emergency services  
during the bushfire season. 
Kyneton Airfield is located approximately 2 
nm north of Kyneton Township, about 90 
kms NW of Melbourne. It has two runways: 
18-36 which is 703 metres of bitumen with 
150 metres of gravel overrun to the north, 
and 09-27, 645 metres of grass, sloping up 
to the west.  

YKTN’s elevation is 1650 
feet, which can lead to high 
density altitudes (on occa-
sions above 5,000ft) in  
summer months, and like 
YADG has both left and right 
circuits depending on wind 
direction, to avoid flying low 
over settled areas around 
Kyneton Township.  

Check ERSA before flying in, as Prior Permission is needed to operate, so that visiting pilots  
understand and acknowledge they will comply with the various local procedures and policies.  
This year Kady and I dropped in  to represent Aldinga Aero Club as we were staying at Kyneton 
for a week as part of a two week road trip. 
   
We had an enjoyable morning and are grateful to Kyneton Aero Club President Warren Canning 
and his team for their hospitality and for putting on such an impressive display. 
 

(Reckon Evan & Kady will go anywhere for a cuppa!  -  Ed) 

 

Trump This! 
Financial relief is on the way for airport businesses  
affected by presidential ‘arrivals’ near President 
Trump’s two favourite getaways. Tucked away into the 
appropriations bill signed by Trump to avert one of his 
government shutdowns was $3.5 million for New  
Jersey’s Solberg and Somerset Airports and Florida’s 
Palm Beach County Park Airport, to make up for  
disruptions caused by his parked Airforce 1. 
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And This! 
The final price tag for two “almost new” VC25B  
executive transport aircraft for the U.S. Air Force is now 
pegged at $5.3 billion. The Pentagon has asked for 
$4.68 billion for the conversion of two mothballed  
Boeing 747-8i airliners. Full implementation of the plans 
for these aircraft will add the other $600 million “or so”. 
They will be used to fly the president and will be  
designated Air Force One when he’s onboard. 
The Air Force has bought two white-tailed airframes 
from Boeing that had been orphaned in desert storage 
by the bankruptcy of Russian airline TransAero. It’s believed that stripping the seats and some 
of the civilian systems from the planes, which have been stored in the open for more than two 
years, will add to the cost. The sticker price for the two Russian airframes is $390 million each, 
but the Air Force has not released what it actually paid for them. The first of the stored aircraft 
took off from Southern California Logistics Airport recently, heading to the Kelly Field Annex in 
Texas where modification work will begin in 2020. 
Included in the $600 million conversion costs is a new hangar for the aircraft. There’s nothing 
wrong with the existing hangar except it’s a few feet too small to hold the longer and wider  
747-8i. The new hangar is expected to cost $86 million. Despite the ballooning cost  -  about 
the same as a new Nimitz-class nuclear aircraft carrier  -  the new planes will lack the  
endurance of the existing VC-25Bs because they will not be able to refuel in flight. By using in-
flight refuelling, along with large refrigerators for food and provisions for other “necessities”, the 
existing aircraft were designed to stay in the air for days at a 
time in times of crisis. 
 

Australian STOL Championship. 
Over the weekend of 13-14 April, the inaugural Australian 
STOL Championships at Tyabb attracted a fleet of 50 aircraft 
competing in five categories to see who could best maximise 
their aircraft’s take-off & landing performance. 
Competitors from all over Australia flew varied aircraft, from 
the light experimental “Bat Hawk” to a Cessna 188 Agwagon, in very good flying conditions. 
Peninsula Aero Club hosted the championships, with Paul Bennet Airshows charged with  
organising and running the event. Reports from those that watched or competed say the day 
was an outstanding success in terms of both competitors and the number of spectators that 
lined the fence to watch the action. 
Winners were : Light Touring   -  C152         Light Sport Experimental  -  Bat Hawk 

Heavy Touring  -  Bearhawk        Foxbat  -  Foxbat             Bush Class  -  SuperStol 
 

Diary Dates. 
Sunday 19th May  -  Private screening of 2018 movie “Spitfire” for Angel Flight. Eighty-one 
tickets sold. Projected outcome for Angel Flight $1236. Anyone still “thinking about it” should 
book now, via editor@aldingaaeroclub.org.au. 
Sunday 2nd June  -  “Sky Writing Comp”. Pilot briefing 1000 hrs. BYO BBQ lunch from 1200 
hrs. Committee meeting from 1300 hrs. 
Saturday 15th June  -  The Club’s annual Movie Night at the boutique Ingle Theatre,  
Pasadena. Feature film “October Sky”. 1830 hrs for 1900 hrs start. Tickets $15. 
Sunday 7th July  -  Our inaugural “Flight Simulator Experience”, 0900 hrs to 1300 hrs.  
Socializing and BYO BBQ lunch from 1200 hrs. 
 

 

 


